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Current Activities

- Start erecting seq. 12-20
- Area D SOG prep
Current Activities

- Continue backfill around foundation walls
Current Activities

- Start erecting seq. 12-20
- Area D SOG prep
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- Continue backfill around foundation walls
Current Activities

- Continue slab prep in Area D
Current Activities

- Area D SOG prep
Current Activities

- Installing floor boxes in Area D
Current Activities

- Start erecting seq. 12-20
- Continue installing roof deck
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- Start erecting seq. 12-20
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- Continue fireproofing in Areas A+B
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- Continue fireproofing in Areas A+B
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- Continue fireproofing in Areas A+B
Current Activities

- Continue installing stair 5
- Continue bent plate on level 03

Our Passion is Building®
Current Activities

- Condensing pipe on site
Current Activities

- Continue installing roof deck
- Continue installing bent plate on level 03
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Current Activities

- Continue forming NCEP Cooling Tower Expansion foundation
Current Activities

- Start installing temp lighting on level 01
Current Activities

- Hangers and clamps installed on level 01
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Current Activities

- Continue fireproofing in Areas A+B
Current Activities

- Start erecting sequence 13
Current Activities

- Safety net installed on level 01
Current Activities

- Continue erecting sequence 13
Current Activities

- Start level 02 slab prep
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- Start level 02 slab prep
Current Activities

- Continue erecting sequence 13
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Project Milestones / Upcoming Activities

• Continue waterproofing and backfilling foundation walls
• Continue BIM coordination for overhead utilities
• Continue UG Plumbing and UG Electrical in Auditorium
• Continue construction of LSSC mock-up panel
• Continue erecting Steel (Seq. 12-20)
• Prep SOG in Area D for pour
• Continue work for Central High Renovation
• Continue detailing deck on level 03 and installing roof deck
• Elevated slab poured on level 02
• Start masonry shear walls in auditorium
• Start temp lighting on level 01